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THRILLER

M, The edGe OF The abYss

Why does Moïra, a young French girl, find herself in Hong Kong, 
at Ming, the Chinese digital giant?

Why, from the first night, is she approached by the police?

Why does the Center, the ultramodern headquarters of Ming, 
hide so many secrets?

Why does Moïra feel constantly followed and spied on?

Why are violent deaths increasing among the Center employees 
- murders, accidents, suicides?

While she is just starting her mission at Ming, Moïra becomes 
convinced that the truth that awaits her at the end of the night 
will be more frightening than the most terrifying nightmares.

A novel about a world under construction, our world, where 
the power of technology and artificial intelligence authorizes  
the darkest scenarios. 

DIZZYING AND FASCINATIN,   
A THRILLER UNLIKE ANYOTHER

•
AN AbSOLUTELY CONTEMpORARY,  

MIND-bLOWING NOVEL 

Visit Bernard Minier on Facebook www.facebook.com/bernard.minier and on http://www.bernard-minier.com/

FIRST 
pRINT RuN 

130,000 
cOpIES 

welcome to the darkest scenario 

WELCOME TO HONG KONG!
IN THE MOST SECRET COMPANY IN THE WORLD!

AT M... AT THE EDGE OF THE ABYSS...

«A thriller that talks about paranoia, manipulation, the impossibility of hiding  
in the modern world, the end of private life with the all-out development of Big Data 

and people becoming more and more technologically connected – and, above all,  
it deals with those huge, opaque internet companies that now pull all the strings  
and dictate the rules. M, le bord de l’abîme is a contemporary thriller and above  
all not a work of science fiction.  I am describing technology that is already part  

of – and will be increasingly – our everyday lives but which people do not  
know much about.  M  is a novel about today’s world.» Bernard Miner 



Bernard  Minier 

Visit Bernard Minier on Facebook www.facebook.com/bernard.minier and on http://www.bernard-minier.com/

the master of 

oppressive atmospheres & 

gripping plotlines!

Bernard Minier was born in Béziers in 1960 and grew up in the Southwestern France.  
He now lives near Paris and writes full-time. Published, in 2011 his first novel,  

The Frozen dead (Glacé) marks the beginning of the investigations of Martin Servaz  
and was adapted in TV series currently available worldwide on netflix. The success of his 

ensuing 6 novels have made him an essential French thriller author. 
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6 novels
2,7 million copies sold in france
translated in 21 langUages

Bernard  Minier 

Your latest thriller has a mysterious title.  Just the letter “M” and a phrase that seems to 
serve as warning : the edge of the abyss… 
“M” is the symbol of a mysterious firm, Ming Inc, an internet giant in the mould of Google or Facebook, 
but on the Chinese side…  These new Asian empires are called Baidu, Tencent and Alibaba, with the only 
difference that, in the words of Stanford professor Andrew Ng, a former Google and Baidu employee: 
“The Chinese know what Westerners are doing but not the other way round.”  “M” is also a reference 
to Moira Chevalier, the heroine of the thriller – a brilliant young Frenchwoman recruited by Ming who  
discovers a terrifying world at the edge of the abyss… our world. 

Where did the idea to base your thriller in Hong Kong come from?
We’re living at a time when everything, absolutely everything, is changing.  And it’s in Asia that things 
are moving most rapidly.  I could have based my mysterious, disturbing company, Ming Inc, in Shanghai  
or in Hong Kong.   When I happened to be there last summer, one of the Chinese mobile phone giants was 
listed on the Hong Kong stock exchange.  And then it’s a city that has always fascinated me and that is a 
fabulous backdrop for a thriller.  It is the highest city in the world and one of the most densely populated, 
with more than 7,000 tower blocks.  It is a perpetual maelstrom that is like an incredible ant’s nest or 
termite mound.  It’s New York to the power of a thousand.  A city that is largely run-down, chaotic and 
anarchic.  I went there in the middle of the rainy season, which made everything even more dramatic and 
oppressive.  It was like being in the first Blade Runner with Harrison Ford ! Hong Kong is the city of the 
future.  A nightmare in many ways.

Tell us about your heroine, Moira Chevalier.  What role does she have at Ming?
Moira has worked at the Facebook Artificial Inteligence Research lab in Paris.  She is a young  French 
woman  of her time, overqualified, extremely competent and ambitious.  She is also carrying baggage 
from a traumatic past and deep wounds that haunt her.  She is offered a position working on DEUS, the 
revolutionary universal chatbot being developed by the Ming empire, powered by artificial intelligence.  
These intelligent virtual assistants, such as Siri or Alexa, represent the next El Dorado for internet giants 
and Moira sees it as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to be seized.  However, once inside the company, she 
begins to find out that it is filled with secrets and shady goings-on.  Some Ming employees seem to be very 
afraid.   Others meet with violent ends – accidents, suicides, murders…

BERNARD MINIER • INTERVIEW



 

 

NiGhT

an inSane CLiFFHanGer
A stormy night on the North 
Sea. Kirsten Nigaard,  
the Norwegian inspector,  
is investigating on a murder  
on the off-shore platform.
A few days later she finds 
herself in the office of Martin 
Servaz: the missing man is 
Julian Hirtmann, the  illusive 
killer that the police have been 
pursuing for years.  
FuLL enGLiSH TranSLaTion
aVaiLaBLe

iCed

a BreaTHTakinG FirST noVeL 
In the Pyrenees, the body of  
a headless horse is found with 
traces of DNA belonging to 
an infamously dangerous 
serial killer, currently locked 
away in a neighboring 
psychiatric hospital. A few 
days later, the first human 
victim is found. 

FuLL enGLiSH TranSLaTion 
aVaiLaBLe

The CiRCle  
an oPPreSSiVe aTMoSPHere
A surprise phone call  
from the past,  
a mysterious e-mail, both 
signs that the most twisted 
of all serial killers may be 
back… 

FuLL enGLiSH TranSLaTion 
aVaiLaBLe

dON’T TuRN OuT 
The liGhT

PrePare For THe worST
What happens when 
someone takes control 
of your life and your 
relationships? And what 
is hiding in the darkness?
Don’t turn out the 
lights… and if you do, 
prepare for the worst! 

FuLL enGLiSH TranSLaTion 
aVaiLaBLe

a hell OF sTORY

danGer iS noT wHere You 
THink 
Temporarily abandoning 
the commander Martin 
Servaz, Bernard Minier 
delves into a universe 
where danger is not where 
we think and intimacy is 
an illusion… he brilliantly 
tells us a dark and tension 
filled story… A hell of a 
story.  

Bernard  Minier 

TV-SERIES ON NETFLIX
wORLDwIDE

N° 1 ON THE FRENcH 
BESTSELLER LISTS 

600,000
cOpIES

500,000
cOpIES

450,000
cOpIES

500,000
cOpIES

450,000
cOpIES

2,7 MILLION   COPIES SOLD
ONE OF THE BEST THRILLER WRITERS IN FRANCE 

250,000
cOpIES

sisTeRs
a niGHTMare wriTTen in 
BLaCk ink 

A spouse, two sisters,  
three cummunicants...  
and what if the investigation 
from 20 years ago indicated  
the wrong man? For Servaz,  
the past, resurfacing,  
will turn into a nightmare.
 
«Immense, enormous, the forest 
streched out before them. Poor, 
fallen souls, I had to kill you...»



 

 

Visit Bernard Minier on Facebook www.facebook.com/bernard.minier and on http://www.bernard-minier.com/
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RIgHTS SOLD IN 21 LANgUAgES

JApAN
ITALY UKSpAIN

GERMANY pOLANDNETHERLANDS

AN INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLINg AUTHOR

  PRAISE FoR BERNARD MINIER

•  «Over the past few years, france has prOduced sOme Of eurOpe’s mOst 
STRIKING AND ORIGINAL CRIME NOVELISTS. BERNARD MINIER IS UP THERE WITH 
THE BEST»   THE SUNDAY TIMES 

•  «a super-accelerated versiOn Of a hitchcOck thriller, with thrills 
AND SHOCKS ON NEARLY EVERY PAGE . . . MINIER REELS OUT LURID, qUICK AND 
DIRTY PROSE, DIRTY»   THE SPECTATOR 

•  «Bernard minier’s nOvels cOnfirm his status in the fOrefrOnt Of crime 
FICTION’S FRENCH RENAISSANCE . . . A GRIPPING READ»  THE TIMES  

• «NIght, THE THRILLER THAT WILL KEEP YOU AWAKE.»   BERNARD LEHUT, RTL

A gLOSSy TELEVISION SERIES, ADAPTED FROM "ICED " 

NOW AVAILABLE ON NETFLIx IN MORE THAN 190 COUNTRIES
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Xavier  MULLER
 
ERECTUS
A FAST-PACED & Dizzying  
SCiEnCE ThrillEr

In the heart of Kruger Park, South Africa, animal and 
plant species are suddenly changing and turning back 
into their prehistoric form. Anna Meunier, a young 
French paleontologist, explores the region to trace the 
trail of contamination. But soon the very first human 
cases of regression are discovered. What was only a 
risky assumption becomes a global nightmare!
The infection dramatically spreads via poisonous rats. 
In New York, Paris, Geneva, from China to Japan, 
the homo-erectus with prominent jaws trigger panic 
among the population.
As States mobilize, anti-prehistoric militias are forming 
everywhere. Erectus try to flee the places where they are 
parked. At the UN, the debate is raging: should these 
erectus be considered as men? Should they be protected 
or should the population be protected from them?
Upon learning that her companion, Yann, is infected 
too, Anna embarks on a desperate quest to get back 
the love of her life. Until the very last moment, she 
will cling to the hope of saving the man she does not 
recognize anymore...

PUbliShEd  
novEmbER, 2018
450 P.
EngliSh SAmPlE 
AvAilAblE

 
DYSTOPIAN THRILLER

What if the love of your life  
turned into a prehistoric man?  

What Would you do?
•

What if We all became prehistoric humans again?

righTS SolD in 7 CounTriES   

germany (heyne), spain (plaza& Janés), 
Japan (take shobo), poland (swiat Ksiaski), 

russia (family leisure club),  
cZech republic (albatros media), china

50 000 COPIES 
SOLD IN FRANCE

N° 10
ON FRENCH 
THRILLER 

LIST



a science thriller very much in the mold of those by  
michael crichton, James patterson, douglas &  richard preston 
With a highly original concept that is scientifically plausible

XAVIER MULLER  is 44 years old.  He holds a PhD in physics. He works 
as science journalist for prestigious specialized magazines, and contributes to 

the publications of National Science Research Center (CNRS). He previously 
published children books. "ERECTUS", which is five years in the making,  

is his first major novel. 

Xavier  MULLER

If you had to describe your novel in a few lines, what would you say?
Erectus is the story of a global pandemic triggered by a virus that can reverse species. Under its influence, 
species climb back up the time course of evolution: dogs will turn back into wolves, whales into land 
mammals and men... into prehistoric men. Erectus! For the paleontologist Anna Meunier, who discovers 
this phenomenon, then for the WHO and the UN, a race against time begins to stop the virus before the 
whole human species is affected. But for Anna, everything turns around when her companion is contami-
nated. Her fight becomes then more personal and the reader will witness a very unique love story which, 
I believe, is quite moving.

How did you get the idea of Erectus?
As a scientist and as a writer, I have always been fascinated by the bestiality in humans. This animal 
nature never miss an opportunity to remind us who we are. We all have somehow experienced it, in 
peculiar and unpleasant situations. Internal forces can wake up and turn us into someone else, just as if 
a switch had just been flicked. It is by reflecting on this animal dimension that lies dormant in us, that  
I came up with the idea of a spectacular backward step. Actually Erectus is a modern reinterpretation 
of the werewolf’s myth. With one difference: novels in which man screams on moonlit nights are pure 
fictions. While in Erectus, I put my scientific background in the service of writing a much more plausible 
scenario than it seems...

Beyond the plot, full of suspense and twists, your novel poses ethical questions, but also 
philosophical and fundamental questions...
All «monsters» stories have a double meaning. They speak about acceptance of difference. In my novel, 
monsters are the regressed versions of men: Homo Erectus... This possible cohabitation of two human 
species fascinates me. Imagine yourself, forty thousand years ago, in the heart of an European forest. 
Suddenly, you come face to face with a Neanderthal man. What would you think of him? His massive 
physique, with his forehead resembling an American football helmet, would it put you off? The inferiority 
of his intelligence would reassure you or worry you? Erectus does not only tell the chaotic management 
of a pandemic. It also tackles a terrible case of conscience. How can we treat our fellow humans who are 
also our ancestors? Should they be regarded as wild beasts or as brothers? Should we lock them away in 
camps, try to educate them, respect their alterity? The situation brings dizzying questions. Remember that 
not so long ago, people were locked up in cages and exhibited in freak-shows...

XAVIER MULER • INTERVIEW

ThE TErriFying SPECTrE  
oF huMAniTy’S rEgrESSion



CAI JUN 

ThE RivER  
of oblivion 
(La Rivière de l’Oubli)

An originAl PuzzlE  
oF DAunTing CoMPlEXiTy

Shanghai, June 1995

On a rainy night, Shen Ming, a high school teacher admired 
and appreciated by his students, is stabbed to death. A short 
time before, a young girl, one of Shen Ming’s students, had 
been killed on the high school campus.
In charge of the investigation, Inspector Huang Hai is 
unable to find a link between all these crimes. Each new 
answer leads to a new question. As if clarity was in itself an 
illusion … 
Nine years later, in October 2004, a gifted young boy,  
Si Wang, is adopted by Shen Ming’s ex-fiancée, a very rich 
woman whose social status allows her a lot of power. At this 
same moment, new murders take place in the city.
And what if the child held the secret to these serial murders?
And what if he was the reincarnation of the professor who 
had come back for revenge?

PUbliShEd  
SEPTEmbER, 2018
400 P.
fUll EngliSh 
TRAnSlATion AvAilAblE

 
THRILLER

 13 MILLION 
COPIES SOLD 

IN CHINA

righTS SolD in 9 CounTriES 
english, cZech, german, Korean, 

serbian, slovaKian, thai, turKish, 
vietnamese

the bestselling novel of  
the chinese stephen King

a thriller playing With  
the edges of reality reminiscent  

of south american literature
•

a striKing portrait of today’s china, 
Where success has become a core value 

and corruption infiltrate all social 
relations



CAI JUN is born in Shanghai in 1978, and started to write at  
22 years old. His novels met immediately with success. Today, known for 

his inexhaustible imagination and incredible sense of suspense, he is one the 
best-selling authors in China. Nicknamed ”The Chinese Stephen King”, he has 

published over thirty thrillers and short story collections, with more than 
13 million books sold in China. His texts are widely adapted for cinema and 

television while his influence keeps growing on the international stage.

CAI JUN 

Your novel oscillates constantly between realism and the supernatural. Do you like when 
people describe you as the"Chinese Stephen King?
Stephen King is arguably the author that has had the greatest impact on me. His influence is not limited 
to intrigue and style, but also, and above all, to the values expressed in his various works: hope in  
The Shawshank redemption, equality and freedom in It, salvation in The Green Mile. His style remains 
simple, never pretentious. It is a man true to himself, who does not forget simple people. He is critical to 
discrimination and injustice in Western society and as well as of racism or sexism.

Your book also introduces us to a Chinese society that, in the space of twenty years has 
changed enormously. What can you tell us about today’s China?
China is living a ”great era” never before known throughout its history. We can go so far as to say ”Great 
era”, unique in the history of the human species. We can see there a most extreme ambition for the future, 
but also the deepest gap between the rich and the poor, the most insatiable greed, the most unbearable 
oppression, the most debauched and shameless school directors, the most innocent but unhappy children, 
the most delicious and the most toxic food, the most abused body of men or women, the most devouring 
of flesh and soul chains of production... I would like to document in detail this ”great era”. In this novel, 
I describe some of its aspects through the fugitive life of Shen Ming and the delicate youth of Si Wang.  
I think that this ”Great era” will also be that of Chinese literature. For us, Chinese writers, it is an unheard 
and unexpected opportunity.

At the same time, The River of Oblivion has many Western cultural references. Do they 
play an important part in your work as a writer?
The influence of Western culture in contemporary Chinese literature is much more important than we 
think. My literary creation testifies to it with force. I like to mix different cultural territories in my work.  
In the second volume of my novel, The Guardians of the Tombstone, I evoke the treaty of Versailles in 1919 
and I tell a story that unfolds entirely in France! In general, I think that, whatever the cultural context is, 
the different forms of human thought will join in. All over the world, people share emotions and identical 
feelings. Any attempt to build an insurmountable wall between men is doomed to fail. Nationalism, popu-
lism and rampant extremism are currently thorny issues that Europe, America and the world have to face. 
China seems to be free of these problems.

CAI JUN • INTERVIEW

liFE & DEATh & ThE PErFECT rEVEngE 
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Nicolas Beuglet 

The AlliAnce
(Le Complot)

A NEW GRIPPING INVESTIGATION  
FOR SARAH GERINGEN, PROTAGONIST  
OF “THE SCREAM” BESTSELLER

An island stricken by icy winds, in Norway on the edge of the 
Arctic Circle. Atop a cliff, the naked and martyred corpse of a 
woman. The country’s Prime Minister. Her hands grip a piece 
of white chalk. Below, on a corniche, the hollowed out head  
of a bull.
Faced with this crime scene, as terrifying as it is bizarre, the 
Norwegian authorities have no other choice but to call in Sarah 
Geringën, the ex-special forces agent and super-investigator 
who was in charge of the investigation in The Scream, Nicolas 
Beuglet’s previous novel. 
Sarah discovers that the victim was killed by sword and that 
between her toes there is a miniscule tattoo with the word “Etta”. 
While researching the crime she discovers that the same type 
of crimes happened… 2700 years ago. Soon after, she unearths 
a sanctuary beneath the Prime Minister’s house. Inside she 
finds a computer and the references of three women in charge 
of carrying out an incredible mission: restoring the power  
of women.
Next to the names of these women are three dates, very close 
together. This sounds like a guarantee of mayhem. Sarah is sure 
that these women are in danger. When she starts feeling the 
shadow of a killer hovering around her the elite policewoman 
understands that a deadly hunt has begun to stop them.
And keep men in power….

PUBliSheD
MAY 2018
400 PAgeS

 
THRILLER

Nicolas Beuglet  
is 43 years old. After fifteen 
years at the channel M6, he 

decided to consecrate his time 
to writing screenplays and 

novels. He lives in Boulogne-
Billancourt with his wife and 

two daughters. The Alliance is 
his second novel. 

A REMARKABLE THRILLER  
FULL OF ACTION AND SUSPENSE

•
AFTER "THE SCREAM", NICOLAS BEUgLET gIvES US  
A NEw THRILLER wITH AN ASTONISHINg ENDINg

•
AND wHAT IF, LONg BEFORE MEN,  

wOMEN RULED THE wORLD?

PUBliSheD 
FeBrUArY, 2018
490 P.

BESTSELLER



Nicolas Beuglet 

The ScreAM
(Le Cri)

THE dISCOVERy OF A GREATLy TALENTEd 
WRITER
 
 
Every page of the story raises the question of the meaning  
of existence and plunges us into our innermost fears

Psychiatric Hospital in Gaustad, Oslo. At dawn after a night of 
bitter cold, the body of a patient is found strangled to death in 
his cell, his mouth open in a silent scream. Rushed to the scene, 
the disconcerting inspector Sarah Geringen immediately 
senses that this case will be unlike any other…
The mysteries pile up: why does the victim have a scar in 
the form of the number 488 on his forehead? What do the 
indecipherable drawings on the walls of his cell signify? Why 
does the hospital staff seem so uncomfortable with the identity 
of this man who had been interned in the Gaustad Hospital for 
over thirty years?
For Sarah it is the beginning of a terrifying investigation that 
will send her from London to Ascension Island, from the mines 
of Minnesota to the heights of ancient Nice.
Subjected to a relentless countdown, Sara’s destiny will be linked 
to that of a French investigative journalist, Christopher, and she 
will discover, while digging up CIA records, a staggering truth 
about one of the questions that haunts each and every one of us: 
life after death…
The response, buried in top secret laboratories, might just 
be more frightening than the question!

A FASCINATINg THRILLER OF  
RARE COMPLEXITY, INSPIRED BY  
REAL DISCOvERIES AND EvENTS

PUBliSheD 
SePTeMBer, 2016
491 P.
PArTiAl engliSh 
TrAnSlATion AvAilABle

 
THRILLER

310 000 
copIES Sold  

IN FRaNcE
 

Bulgaria: Enthusiast
Czech Rep.: XYZ
greece: Mati 
Poland: Sonia Draga
Russia: Centrpoligraph
Slovakia: Albatros Media

RIGHTS SOLd IN  
5 COuNTRIES

INTERNaTIoNal TV-SERIES 
RIgHTS Sold
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“THIS THRILLER IS ONE OF 
THE BEST OF THE SEASON. 
ADDICTIVE !”  
FEMME ACTUELLE

“A PUNCHY THRILLER!”  
ICI PARIS 

BESTSELLER



amElIE aNToINE 

DArK reASonS 
(RAISONS OBSCURES)

HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO COMPLETELy MISS THE 
SuFFERING OF yOuR OWN CHILd? 

Two ordinary families at the start of the new school year.
Two families where everyone hides and silences problems 
so as not to worry others.
At the Kessler’s, the mother has rekindled her first love.
At the Mariani’s, the father is sidelined by his company.
Two families where secrets rule.
Where, without anyone noticing, one child is gradually being 
wrecked by another.
Harassed, degraded and mocked daily.
Destroyed in silence and in the most complete blindness.
Two families where, apparently, everything is fine.
Until everything goes wrong... For dark and obscure reasons.

The two families are very similar: a house, children, and demanding 
jobs... But this is only the tip of the iceberg. Below, unsaid words 
and little secrets are hiding. Everyone has something on their mind, 
everyone is busy with their own worries, their own desires, and forgets 
to look around them.
After closing the book, we wonder if we really know our closest 
relatives or if it is possible not to have seen essential details, certain 
sufferings, certain disappointments and certain expectations.

A RELENTLESS TALE ON SCHOLL HARASSMENT,  
THE SILENCE OF THE vICTIMS, THE BLINDNESS  

OF THE LOvED ONES
•

A NOvEL ABOUT THE UNSAID, THE PRETENSE,  
AND THE ATTENTION THAT wE SOMETIMES DO NOT 

KNOw HOw TO gIvE TO THOSE AROUND US
•

A POwERFUL AND CINEMATIC wRITINg

PUBliSheD  
MArch 7Th, 2019
384 P.

 
FamIly dRama THRILLER 

aMelie aNtoiNe is 35 years old.  
She lives in the North of France and “Dark Reasons” is her 6th novel. 
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“If for obscure reasons you decide to open this novel, be sure you 
won’t come out unschached. ” Babelio / Ladybird 

“A powerful novel about the unspoken, the family secrets and the 
school harassment. A mercyless novel about the silence of the victims 
and the blindness of those closest to them.” Babelio / Jumale 



olIVIER mERlE 
Free To love
(LIBRE D’AIMER)

A BuRNING PASSION  
BETWEEN TWO WOMEN  
duRING THE SECONd WORLd WAR

July 1942.
Her name is Esther, she is twenty years old and she is a Jew.
Her parents have been arrested so she wanders the streets in 
Paris, lost and terrified. While having a rest on a bench, her 
eyes meet those of an elegant lady, older than her and who 
smokes long cigarettes on a café terrace.

Esther does not know it yet, but her soon-to-be encounter 
with Therese Duval, wife of a violent and cynical man 
collaborating with the Germans, will turn her life upside 
down.

The two women find shelter in Dinard and under a sky full of 
allied bombs, will have to decide their fate: part ways and try 
to survive or accept to die for their love.

A HYMN TO FREEDOM, AgAINST ALL 
OPPRESSIONS

•
THE BIRTH OF AN IRRESISTIBLE DESIRE,  

ON A BACKgROUND OF TRAgEDY
•

FORBIDDEN LOvE BETwEEN TwO wOMEN 
CARRIED AwAY BY A BURNINg PASSION

 

PUBliSheD 
JAnUArY 4Th, 2019
460 P. 

 
NoVEl 

As a writer and University 
Professor, oliver Merle 

has written several historical 
novels and lives in the Auvergne 

region. He won the Charles-
Exbrayat Award in 2013.m
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« A powerful book about forbidden love! Tender, moving & audacious! » 
Le Parisien Week-end

« Each scene plays with glances & pretenses. »” Le Figaro Littéraire



guillaume musso 

An APArTMenT  
in PAriS 
(Un appartement à Paris)

ART IS A LIE THAT TELLS THE TRuTH…

A MAN, A WOMAN, A SECRET…  
A MYSTERIOUS APARTMENT  
IN THE HEART OF PARIS…
Paris, an artist’s workshop hidden at the end  
of a lush green alleyway. Madeline has rented it to 
allow herself some rest and isolation. Due to a 
misunderstanding the young cop from London sees 
Gaspard, a misanthropic author who has come from 
the United States to write in solitude, arrive on her 
doorstep. These two hyper-sensitive souls are forced 
to cohabitate for a few days. The workshop was once 
owned by the famous painter Sean Lorenz and still 
exudes his passion for colors and light. Overcome by 
the assassination of his young son, Lorenz had died the year 
before their arrival and had left behind three paintings, which have 
since disappeared. Fascinated by his genius and intrigued by his fatal 
destiny, Madeline and Gaspard decide to join forces in order to recover 
these supposedly extraordinary paintings.
But to uncover the real secret of Sean Lorenz they will first have to 
face their own demons in a tragic investigation that will change them 
forever.

An addictive and captivating thriller carried by profoundly human 
characters. A vertiginous jump into the mysterious world of creation.

guillauMe Musso  
is a phenomenon. Through his 
fourteen novels, translated the world 
over, this 43-year-old has conquered 
the hearts of millions of readers, and 
has imposed an original style, where 
suspense and emotion are closely 
woven together.
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THRILLER

alREady  
1,504,000  

copIES Sold 

PUBliSheD 
MArch 30, 2017

484 P.

“A total triumph. A book of maturity and audacity.” RTL

“A fast paced-intrigue that keeps you turning the pages until the end.” 
FRANCE 5

“Addictive.” MARIE CLAIRE

“His most intoxicating novel. [...] An intense, diabolical thriller that strings 
you along so as to better unnerve you. [...] psychologically mastered 
characters, multi-level intrigue and unbearable suspense.” TERRAFEMINA



14 bestsellers in 14 years!

30 Million copies  
sold worldwide

Albania Bota 

Azerbaidjan Qanun Publishing

Bosnia-herzegovina herzegovina izdavaštvo

Brazil verus 
Bulgaria itzok Zapad 
china hachette Phoenix 
croatia Fokus 

czech republic Motto Albatros 

Denmark lindhart & ringhof

estonia ersen

germany Pendo 
georgia Palitra l
greece Kastaniotis 
hungary Park Kiado
indonesia Penerbit haru

italy la nave di Teseo

israel Kinneret 
Japan Shueisha 
Korea Balgungsesang 
latvia Zvaigzne ABc 
lebanon Sama 
lithuania Baltos iankos 
Macedonia Toper
Montenegro nova Knjiga 
netherlands A.W. Bruna 

norway Pantagruel 
Poland Albatros 
Portugal Planeta Portugal
romania Allfa 
russia eksmo 
Serbia vulkan 

Slovakia Albatros Media 

Spain Penguin random house

Slovenia Desk 
Sweden Damm Forlag
Taiwan crown 
Thailand Amarin 
Turkey Koridor 
UK gallic 

Ukraine hemiro
vietnam nha nam

“A little mysterious, a lot romantic and plenty entertaining.” COSMOPOLITAN (UK)

“The roads to suspense are endless. And surprising… Central Park is a face-paced psychological thriller full of twists.”  
L’ESPRESSO (Italy)

“We put the pieces together to discover another mystery. One thrilling story leads to another.”  SISA NEWS People (Korea)

Praise for Guillaume Musso in France and abroad!

sold in 41 languages!

oN THE  
Top 10 BEST-
SEllER lIST 
IN gERmaNy 
FoR 11 wEEkS 



NIcolaS d’ESTIENNE d’oRVES  
& NaTalIE caRTER 

The Silence AnD 
The FUrY
(Le Silence et la Fureur)

WILL yOu dARE LISTEN TO THE dEEPEST 
SILENCE?

A lost lake in Ontario and, in the middle, a cragged little island 
where the evil wind of suspicion blows. Max King, a pianist beloved 
worldwide, lives there reclusively, a prisoner of his obsessions and 
nightmares…
Ten years before, a drama condemned him to silence: the slightest 
note on the keyboard causes him unbearable pain. For this grand 
artist, music has become his executioner.
Max sees no one other than his housekeeper, Susan. Not his wife 
Fiona, not his son Luke, who has left the island  nd who everyone 
once referred to as the “Little Prince”…  A future pianist of genius, 
like his father. 
Luke’s return will resonate like a cataclysm on this cursed soil.
And the fury will soon surge from the silence!

MUSIC, ISLANDS, ENgULFINg NATURE & A DEADLY PIANO
•

UNRESOLvED CRIMES AND UNPUNISHED PASSIONS
•

THE TROUBLED wATERS OF A FAMILY DRAMA

PUBliSheD  
MArch, 2018
368 P.
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Natalie carter is born in New York in 1955. Screenwriter, illustrator, dialog writer, Natalie 
Carter is also a novelist : The Silence and the Fury is her third novel, co-written with her son Nicolas.

Nicolas d’estieNNe d’orves was born in 1974. He works as critic journalist  
for Le Figaro Littéraire, Madame Figaro. He is the author of several short stories, essays and novels.
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“A HITCHCOCKIAN THRILLER THAT SUBTLY MINGLES SUSPENSE, 
TWISTS AND … MUSIC” LE FIGARO LITTERAIRE 

“A FOUR-HANDED BLAIR WITCH PROJECT. A SCHOLARLY, 
DEVILISH & POETICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER.” LE POINT 

RIGHTS SOLd
CZECH REPuBLIC 



cyril massarotto

clicK & love

A NEW ROMANTIC 2.0 COMEdy THAT WILL  
MAKE yOu WANT TO FALL IN LOVE AGAIN 

And here it is : Only One Love ... another dating application 
that promises us love… with a capital “L” as they say.
Julie, for her part, hasn’t believed in love for a long time now. 
She is a 30-year-old cleaning lady in Paris who has lived with  
a man that is more passionate about his cars than by his 
feelings and who has never really taken interest in her.
Paul, for his part, is a surgeon living in London. His heart 
became an ocean of sadness after the tragic death of his wife. 
They had been such perfect partners. It seems impossible to 
find this invincible love with someone else.
Nothing could have predicted that Julie and Paul could cross 
paths but Only One Love is not an application like the others. 
The user is given only one choice among the various subscribers 
and it is the app itself that makes the choice for them after  
a compatibility test.
Reluctant at first, Julie and Paul learn to discover each other… 
and love each other. With each new message their hearts start 
beating again. But the game of love and chance has never 
ceased to exist and even in the digital age this encounter will 
turn out to be much more complicated than imagined.
Who is Julie really? Who is Paul really? Is all this some kind  
of trickery? One thing is sure, this app is going to turn their 
lives upside down.

A TOUCHINg AND FUNNY NOvEL 
•

A ROMANTIC COMEDY THAT MAKES US 
wANT TO BELIEvE IN LOvE

•
CYRIL MASSAROTTO EXPLORES OUR 
HEARTS AND OUR TORMENTS wITH  

FINESSE AND ELEgANCE
 

PUBliSheD 
MAY, 2018
352 P.

 
Romantic comedy

Born in 1975,  
cyril Massarotto

lives near Perpignan. For a long 
time, he was the lyricist for his 
band, Saint-Louis, before trying 

his hand at writing. First a 
school teacher, he now devotes 

himself entirely to music and 
writing since the successful 
publication of his first novel 

God is a friend  of mine, sold in 
15 languages.
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GIVE ME WINGS 
(Donne-moi des ailes )

a new heartwarming story by  
the movie director of «belle & sebastien» 

At the origin of Nicolas Vanier’s new novel, there is  an incredible and 
true story, that of Christian Moullec, a passionate meteorologist who 
has been pursuing a dream for years: to save a species of geese from 
extinction.
In 1999, he achieved a feat. He led a group of geese behind his 
microlight on a new migratory route: more than 2,000 km, from 
Scandinavia to the Camargue, far from malicious hunters, electric 
cables and rampant urbanization.
In Nicolas Vanier’s novel, Christian is divorced and has a son, Thomas, 
a grumpy teenager and video game addict, for whom the idea of 
spending holidays with his father in the wilderness is a nightmare. 
However, father and son will come together around a crazy project: 
to save an endangered species, thanks to Christian’s microlight! Thus 
begins an incredible and perilous journey... As in the real story, the 
two will recover eggs, place them in an incubator and accustom 
them to the engine noise of the microlight. They also decide to dress 
themselves in woolen robes and the chicks end up considering them 
as their «parents»!
 Give me wings is not just a great adventure, it’s a wake-up call against 
the disappearance of species and a story that conveys key values and 
messages.

PUBLISHED 
APRIL 2019
350 P.

 
A nOVEL & a movie

When he is not off exploring the arctic, Nicolas VaNier 
lives in the loire Valley with his wife and two children.  

He is the author of many travel books and adventure novels. 
His seven previous books published by Xo editions  

have all been bestsellers.

MOVIE  
TO BE RELEASED 
IN OCTOBER 2019

A woNderful SHAred experIeNCe 
betweeN fAtHer & SoN

•
A MAgICAl eNCouNter 

betweeN MeN ANd bIrdS

NICOLAS VANIER 
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LOVING HEARTS

(Les Coeurs aimants)

a wonderful novel about  
self-acceptance

- You want it, Dana.
- Yes.
- You know I know it.
- Yes.
- So what is holding you back?
- Nothing. Everything. You.

At twenty years old, dana still feels lost. She cannot stand her body, 
her image. Cobalt is a seducer overflowing with confidence. In the 
intimacy of the medical center where they fight against their demons 
- eating disorders for her, cannabis for him - their eyes should never 
have met.
And yet ...
over the days, an unexpected bond is woven between them. Cobalt 
will get dana to let go, to accept being desired. She, who can barely 
look at herself in a mirror will gradually learn to love.
And to surrender ...

two loving hearts.
until another reality breaks this fragile miracle.

PUBLISHED 
OCTOBER 2018
320 P.

 
NEW ROMANCE 

anne Plichota & cendrine Wolf are the authors of the 
worldwide successful Oksa Pollock series. 

They have been writing together for almost ten years. Their 
novels and series have conquered a large audience around 

essential themes : identity, friendship, relationships.

THE NEW NOVEL
BY THE AUTHORS

OF "OKSA POLLOK"

AN WHAT IF THE ENCOUNTER OF THESE 
TWO  LOVING HEARTS WAS MORE THAN  

A SIMPLE COINCIDENCE ?
•

AN INTRODUCTION TO SENSUALITy,  
AS TENDER AS IT IS PASSIONATE

ANNE PLICHOTA & CENDRINE WOLF



Mireille Calmel

THE GIRL Of THE 
KNIGHT TEMPLARS
(La Fille des Templiers – Vol. 1 & 2)

discover the incredible story of  
the curse of the Knight templars…

It all begins in 1314 when Jacques de Molay, the last great master of the 
Knight templars is burned in public by order of the King, phillippe le 
bel. while the man is suffering a dove places a strange message in the 
King’s hands: he and all his heirs will be condemned for this crime.  
It is the curse, heedless.
eight years later the new king, Charles IV is warned by his advisors: his 
mistress, the formidable Jeanne de dampierre, may have a link with 
the order and would want his death. Three princes in the french court 
have already been stricken by the curse. A counter attack must be 
organized – and fast.  before dying philippe le bel had uttered a name: 
flore dupin…a simple country girl. In the race against the clock, the 
investigation focuses on this young women unknown to all.
but who really is flore? what is the meaning of the birthmark on her 
stomach which she will learn is identical to the roman Seal of the 
grand master of the Knight templars?what link, especially, does this 
peasant have with the King’s mistress, Jeanne de dampierre? behind 
these two women an enemy shadow advances, ready for revenge…

FLAMbOyANT, bEAUTIFUL & FIERy HEROINE  
•

A HISTORICAL THRILLER WITH  
bREATHTAkING ACTION AND SURPRISES GALORE

•
THE CURSE OF THE kNIGHTS TEMPLAR TAkES 

OUT EVERyTHING IN ITS PATH…

PUBLISHED
MAY, 2018 (VOL. 1)
NOVEMBER 2018 (VOL. 2)
380 P.

 
HISTORICAL NOVEL 

Mireille CalMel,
born in 1964, has been writing since 
the age of eight. like many authors, 

her writing career started discreetly, 
with songs, short stories, plays. Then, 

she took several years to write her 
first novel, eleanor’s Bed (Xo, 2002), 

the success of which was like a 
fairytale come true for Mireille. she has 

published a total of 9 novels with Xo,  
all of which have been best-sellers. 
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MIREILLE CALMEL 

THE VENITIAN 
LIONESSES VOL.1&2
(les lionnes de venise )

a saga on the greatest of renaissance 
intrigues, from venice to the medici court

Venice, April 1627.
When three masked men arrive to kidnap her father,  
a printer, the young Lucia barely escapes a gunshot.
What do they want from Don Carlo, her father? Lucia is not 
one to give in!
Are they hiding the truth? She will track him down, taking 
any risk to find him.
She can only count on two allies: an old weapons master  
and a sublime courtesan, Isabella, whose birth secret is 
linked to hers. Lucia, however, will quickly discover that 
some pasts should never be uncovered...

A HAUNTING STORy OF TWO WOMEN  
WHO jOIN FORCES TO DISCOVER 
A PROVOCATIVE SECRET LINkED  
TO A MySTERIOUS ENGRAVING...

PUBLISHED 
MAY, 2017
320 P.

 
HISTORICAL NOVEL 

MIREILLE CALMEL’S 
NOVELS

•
3 MILLION COPIES 

14 LANGUAGES

PUBLISHED 
NOVEMBER, 2017
320 P.



CHRISTIAN JACQ 

PHARAOH
(Pharaon)

The fascinaTing Life  
of The firsT Pharaoh

Pharaoh Thutmose III (1504-1450), who will be later 
nicknamed the Egyptian Napoleon, was a redoubtable 
strategist and fearless warrior. But the man was also a scholar 
who had at heart the constant improvement of the lot of his 
people. Madly in love with the remarkable musician Satiah, 
he was the first Egyptian king to be called Pharaoh. This 
novel tells the extraordinary life of one of the greatest kings 
of ancient Egypt.
Chosen by the gods, Thutmosis III was too young to rule.  
A woman, the famous Hatchepsout, therefore ran the 
country in his place. At the death of the Pharaoh Queen, he 
was forced to leave his dear libraries to exercise real power.
A great connoisseur of sacred texts, writer, botanist, 
concerned about public health, Thutmosis is confronted 
with a major danger from the beginning of his reign:  
a coalition formed in Syria has plans to invade Egypt.
The Egyptian Napoleon will have to conduct 17 military 
campaigns to reduce his adversaries to powerlessness. 
Intrepid, he will lead his professional army beyond the 
Euphrates, with considerable risks.
Wise, this pharaoh drew himself the scenes of the Book  
of the Hidden Chamber on the walls of his tomb in the 
Valley of Kings. A great builder, he notably built the temple 
at Karnak dedicated to the initiation of high priests.
Faced with adversity and the severe blows that destiny 
brought him, Tuthmosis never gave up. And his kingdom, 
inspired by celestial harmony, was of this world.

PublisHed  
OCTObeR, 2018
555 P.

 
HISTORICAL NOVEL 

 
passion, combat, ancestral wisdom & 

search for harmon
•

the adventures and secrets of one  
of the greatest kings of egypt

My name is Thutmosis, and I have built  
a world. A world with borders threatened 
by darkness and barbarism. A world that 
could have disappeared under the weight 
of greed, lies and mediocrity. But I fought, 
day after day, with the help of the gods 
so that the light could shine, and feed the 
humans.
And my kingdom was of this world. 

"

"

righTs soLd 
iTaLY

50 000 COPIES 
SOLd IN fRANCE



PublisHed  
OCTObeR, 2018
555 P.

CHRISTIAN JACQ, declared one day that his greatest happiness was 
to write on the banks of the Nile... A beautiful summary of a passion that 

took him over very young, after he discovers Egypt aged thirteen, through 
his readings. Four years later, he goes to the country of the Pharaohs for the 

first time. Egypt and writing then settle for good in his life. After studying 
Philosophy and Classics, he obtained a PhD in Egyptian Studies. His essay 
Great Pharaohs of Egypt was awarded by the French Academy. His novels, 

from Champollion sthe Egyptian to Ramses arouse the passion of readers, in 
France and abroad. Christian Jacq is now translated into 29 languages.

CHRISTIAN JACQ 

Pharaoh marks your return to the Egyptian novel. Is it a particular pleasure to reconnect 
with your first passion?
If writing is, for me, a constant pleasure, the choice of the theme for a novel expresses a necessity. As 
strange as it seems, Pharaoh does not seem to me less contemporary that Sphinx, even if it is based in the 
Ancient Egyptian era. This text addresses highly current issues, from the vision of a harmonious society to 
the art of governing. The subtitle, «My kingdom is of this world» expresses the success of the remarkable 
Pharaoh Thutmosis III, who was and intermediate between gods and humans.

In what way was Thutmosis III so exceptional?
For three millennia, all Pharaohs have submitted to the law of Ma’at, law about universal harmony and 
concept of balance. But each one had to face circumstances personal to his time. As a scholar, a scientist 
and a religious rites specialist, Thutmosis knew how to defend his country against a serious threat of inva-
sion. So he appears as the combination of a passer and a man of action. It is worth saying that the word 
”Pharaoh”, which means ”the Great House” welcoming all his subjects, was used and applied for the first 
time with him. 

He was later nicknamed "The Egyptian Napoleon". In what capacity? 
When he was elected pharaoh, Tuthmosis III was too young to rule. The regency was ensured by Queen 
Hatshepsut, who in turn ascended the throne. When she died, the young King, passionate about the study 
of ancient rituals and texts, seemed unable to really assume power. This supposed weakness prompted 
an alliance between Palestinians, Syrians and ancestors of the Turks. Their project was to cause trouble 
and invade Egypt. Faced with this hostility, the young Pharaoh did not remain inactive, on the contrary. 
He engaged seventeen military campaigns, some risky, to avoid chaos in the Middle East. Strategist and 
tactician, he was called ”The Egyptian Napoleon” but his interventions made few victims and did not aim 
to create an empire. His only concerns were the peace and security of Egypt. Face to the adversity and to 
the severe blows that fate brought him, Tuthmosis never gave up. And his kingdom, inspired by celestial 
harmony, was of this world...

CHRISTIAN JACQ • INTERVIEW

The ePic desTinY of a greaT sTraTegisT 

CHRISTIAN 
JACQ’S NOVELS: 

30 MILLION COPIES 
WORLdWIdE 

•
TRANSLATEd INTO  

29 LANGUAGES



Christian JACQ

TuTANKHAMuN,  
THe ulTiMATe 
seCReT  neW ediTion
(TOUTANKHAMON, L’ULTIME SECRET)

Cairo, 1951.
King Farouk, a cruel and corrupt tyrant, reigns over Egypt.  
At the invitation of an anonymous letter, the American lawyer 
Mark Wilder arrives in the land of the pharaohs to discover 
... who he really is: the concealed son of Howard Carter, the 
famous archeologist who dug up the tomb of Tutankhamun and 
the priceless marvels it contained. Beyond death, the father he 
never knew left him a mission: discover the ultimate secret of 
Tutankhamun, and find the real treasure, which remains hidden. 

In the heart of the Christian district of Cairo, he meets a priest with 
strange powers, descendant of the high priests of Amon, whose 
revelations will turn his existence upside down. Mark accepts  
a high-risk mission: to find the ultimate secret of Tutankhamun,  
a treasure carefully concealed by the Pharaoh himself.

Since the opening of the tomb, everyone is looking for it in vain, to 
the point that it has become a legend, like the curse that follows all 
those who disturb the Pharaoh’s eternal slumber... Aided by Ateya, 
a young Coptic girl he falls madly in love with, Mark enters the 
turmoil that spreads through Egypt, where the good magic of the 
Pharaohs is on the verge of disappearing completely, leaving the 
modern era defenseless against the grip of Evil. 

PublisHed
MARCH, 2019
420 P.
+ PHOTO seCTiON 

fULL engLish ManUcriPT 
aVaiLaBLe 

historical novel

After his world-famous series, translated into more than 
30 languages, CHriStiAN JACq writes here a fast-paced 
adventure novel, where the pen of the novelist serves to 

highlight all the knowledge of the Egyptologist.

a photo section with 
the fascinating photos of 
tutankhamun's treasure

PreVioUs ediTion   
soLd in  14 coUnTries

BraziL, china, czech reP., gerManY,  
hUngarY, iTaLY, Korea, neTherLands,  
norWaY, PoLand, roMania, sPain, UK

TUrKeY

220 000  
COPIES SOLd



SKIP To CoNTENT

Christian JACQ
 

THese WOMeN  
WHO CReATed egyPT
(Ces Femmes qui ont fait l’égypte)

an ode To ancienT egYPT and To WoMen 

In These Women Who Created Egypt Christian Jacq shows us the 
fundamental role that women, famous or not, played throughout the  
history of Pharaonic Egypt. Women were pharaohs, guided diplomacy 
and one of them even commanded a liberation army.
From the first dynasty on, equality between men and women was 
an essential value. The first Greek voyagers who visited Egypt were 
deeply shocked by this astonishing scene: women walking around  
by themselves, without a husband or a guardian, selling various 
products at the market, with the right to divorce, seeming to enjoy 
thousands of rights that, according to them, these “inferior creatures” 
shouldn’t have.
In Pharaonic Egypt there were no women cloistered in the back of the 
house, no forced marriages, no bans on the freedom of movement, 

no compulsory clothing, no 
religious prohibition, no 
submission to male authority.

Christian Jacq thus asks 
himself: “Given the current 
situation in a great number 

of countries, shouldn’t this 
example of Egyptian women serve 

as a model?” From Hatshepsut, 
the Queen of Gold, to Cleopatra 
and including many illustrious, 
unknowns, servants, hairdressers, 

musicians, this series of portraits 
is passionate. And the book is 
more than ever in line with the 
times.

 a resolutely   
 contemporary   

 historical essay

PublisHed
NOVeMbeR, 2018
350 P.

HISTORICAL ESSAY

“One can appreciate  
the degree of civilization 
of a people in terms of 
the more or less bearable 
state of women in the 
social order”
JEAN-FrANçOiS 
CHAmPOlliON,  
FAtHEr OF EgyPtOlOgy

righTs soLd 
china 
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T h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s        o f  I n s p e c t o r  H i g g i n s

“this book reads like a great Agatha Christie 
novel and we are impatiently awaiting to 
discover the next adventures of this inspector 
from Scotland yard who takes as much after 
Hercule Poirot as he does inspector Colombo.”   
lE DAuPHiNé libéré

Christian JACQ 

THe XXl eNigMA
(L’ENIGME XXL)

PublisHed 
sePTeMbeR, 2018
215 P.

Cozy crime 
series

in addition to his fantastic novels about 
ancient egypt, christian Jacq is also the 
author of a cult series, the investigations 
of inspector higgins, which has captivated 
thousands of readers. 
in this new novel, it all starts with a 
poisoning at an awards ceremony. an illustrious 
mathematician is wrongly accused on the basis 
of a false testimony. The investigation is sloppy. 
a nice scandal on the horizon, unless higgins 
untangles the threads of an enigma.

http://www.inspecteurhiggins.com/



T h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s        o f  I n s p e c t o r  H i g g i n s

> 4 TITLES PER YEAR  
> 30 TITLES ALREAdY 
PUBLISHEd

 
 
 

ABOUT CHRISTIAN JACQ’S 
WORKS:
> SOLd IN 29 LANGUAGES
> MORE THAN 30 MILLION 
COPIES SOLd WORLWIdE!

450,000 
COPIES SOLd  

Of THE SERIES

The nightmare, the worst nightmare, starts again. 
in whitechapel, a london neighborhood that 
remains haunted by its elusive shadow, Jack the 
ripper is back.

a serial murderer kills ladies of the night at the 
same dates as his sinister role model used to.

as before, scotland yard blunders. however, the 
suspects are not lacking: a duke, a midwife, a 
rabbi, a surgeon, a painter, a lawyer and a russian 
dentist.

but it’s impossible to formulate a precise 
accusation, and the monster continues to strike. 
creating havoc among the population... unless 
higgins, who must use unconventional methods, 
manages to stop Jack the ripper.

AbOuT iNsPeCTOR HiggiNs…
while seeming to enjoy a quiet retirement in his comfortable home full of souvenirs from 
the east, the ex-chief inspector finds himself regularly torn from his roses and readings  
of eminent authors in order to help scotland yard resolve particularly sensitive cases.
The only englishman who hates tea, a stocky food lover with a salt and pepper mustache,  
he is a formidable auditor who knows how to scrutinize the darkest corners of the human 
soul and extract information from the tiniest of clues. 

http://www.inspecteurhiggins.com/



Mike Horn

AntArcticA, 
the DreAm of A Lifetime
(L’Antarctique, le rêve d’une vie)

AN INCREDIBLE BATTLE AGAINST 
THE ELEMENTS, THE COLD, 
THE WIND & THE ICE

PUBLiSheD 
mAY, 2018
280 P.

fULL enGLiSh 
trAnSLAtion 
AVAiLABLe

 
non-fiction / Adventure

Profession: extreme adventurer 

Mike Horn was born on July 16th 1966 in Johannesburg. During his childhood, 
he does much sport such as rugby, cricket, athletics, tennis, bike, etc. In 1991, 
he embarks on his first adventure: he explores the Peruvian Andes rafting and 
paragliding. Thus was he bitten by the adventure bug. 
Through his expeditions, Mike Horn, despite all incidents, loneliness and 
extreme conditions, has always been pursuing the one and the same goal:  
to feel alive, free, with and for other people. He deals with his challenges as if 
they were paths of wisdom. For thirty years, he has been delivering humanist 
messages, showing us the strenght of his values and mind. 

©

70,000 
COPIES SOLD 

IN FRANCE



Crossing Antarctica was my childhood dream. I decided to face this white 
immensity by following an unexplored itinerary, the longest that one could imagine: 
5100 kilometers in an almost perfectly straight path with, in the middle, a terrible 
obstacle: Dome Charlie, a mountain of ice.
To succeed in this crossing, I know I will have to beat speed records so as not to 
be swallowed up by the winter. People told me it would be hellish, a race against 
death. After three weeks on a boat to get to the continent amid icebergs, the 13th  

of December 2016 I firmly stick my poles in the ice, my skis are parallel and a 
256-kilogram sled is attached to my shoulders.
For a moment my heart tightens. I have a moment of melancholy. I think about Cathy, my 
wife, who before joining the stars, whispered: “Live for me, Mike, live for both of us”.  I will 
no longer turn back. I will look ahead. Armed with only my kite-ski and my calves, I am  
a long way from imagining the challenge ahead.

On February 7, 2017, at 22h50 Mike Horn, alone and unassisted, completes his 
Antarctic crossing. 5100 kilometers in 57 days in extreme conditions that pushed 
him to the end of his force.

MIKE HORN 
THE GREATEST MODERN-DAY EXPLORER

“That very day I took off on  
the most beautiful, the most difficult  

and the craziest of adventures.”
“I always knew that freedom was reliant  

on our inner soul.”



CONQUERING THE IMPOSSIBLE

Publication : March 2005
400 pages

The 2 year  
and 3 month  
nonmotorised  
circumnavigation  
of the Arctic Circle.

LATITUDE ZERO

Publication : March 2001
352 pages

The solo and 
nonmotorised  
circumnavigation  
of the Earth around  
the Equator.

SCHOOLED BY FAR NORTH

Publication : March 2006
180 pages

NORTH POLE  
WINTER FAMILY EXPEDITION
Mike Horn, his wife and  
their 2 daughters
crossed Bylot Island on skis.



REACHING FOR THE SKY
Publication : October 2015
260 pages

A crazy challange: 
climbing four 8,000m peaks 
in the Himalayas in a row. 
No oxygen, no ropes ! Only the force of will!

FULL ENGLISH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

THE NORTH POLE BY NIGHT

Publication : March 2007
240 pages

The 2-month trek 
to the North Pole 
in the darkness 
of the Arctic winter.

MIKE HORN
6 titles

1 MILLION copies sold in France



"To regain hope, we need to confront the reality of our world.

Some believe that our country is in decline, that the worst is yet to come, that our civilization is withering 
away. That only isolation or civil strife are on our horizon. That to protect ourselves from the great 
transformations taking place around the globe, we should go back in time and apply the recipes of the 
last century. […]

I am convinced that they are all wrong. It is their models, their recipes, that have simply failed. France 
as a whole has not failed. 
I am convinced that our country has the strength, the resilience, and the desire to progress. Its history 
and its people make this possible."

In Revolution, Emmanuel Macron reveals his personal 
history and his inspirations, and discusses his vision of 
France and its future in a new world that is undergoing  
a ‘great transformation’. This is a remarkable book 
that seeks to lay the foundations for a new society 
— a compelling testimony and statement of values  
by a political leader who has become the flag-bearer for  
a new kind of politics.

 
NON FICTION 

Emmanuel Macron
reVoLUtion (Révolution)

noVemBer 24,2016
270 P.
fULL enGLiSh 
trAnSLAtion 
AVAiLABLe

200,000 COPIES 
SOLD IN FRANCE

EMMANUEL MACRON’S  BESTSELLING ESSAY
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“Emmanuel Macron has stood up for liberal values. He put forward 
a vision for the important role that France plays in Europe and 
around the world, and he is committed to a better future for the 
French people. He appeals to people’s hopes and not their fears.” 
BARACK OBAMA 

TRANSLATED IN  22 LANGUAGES

Armenia / New Mag LLC
Brazil / Grupo Editorial Record/ BestSeller
Bulgaria / Sluntse
China / Hachette Phoenix 
Denmark / Informations Forlag 
Germany / Morstadt Verlag 
Greece / Psichogios
India / HarperCollins
Italy / La Nave di Teseo
Japan / Poplar Publishing 
Korea / Kwangmoonkag Publishing
Lebanon (Arabic worldwide) / All Prints
Netherlands / Xander Uitgevers
Poland / Poznanskie
Romania / Trei 
Russia / Lomonosv LSU
Serbia / Obodsko Slovo
Spain / Malpaso / Lince Ediciones
Taiwan / China Times 
US & UK / Scribe Publishing
/ Scribe Publishing
AUS & NZ / Scribe Publishing 
Vietnam / First News 



MAREK HALTER
i DreAmeD of 
chAnGinG the 
WorLD
(Je rêvais de changer le monde)

FOR THE FIRST TIME, MAREk HALTER TRACES 
BACk HIS REMARkABLE DESTINY

PUBLiSheD  
JAnUArY, 2019

572 P.

A Photo Section 
feAtUrinG  

An imPreSSiVe 
cAStinG

 
MEMOIRS

Once upon a time... there was a young Jewish boy who was born 
in Warsaw a few years before the start of the Second World War. 
Driven out to far away Soviet Republics by Nazism, he survived 
and arrived in Paris with his parents in early 1950. Destined to 
become a painter, but led by fate and random encounters, Marek 
Halter will instead become the popular writer known worldwide 
and the relentless Peace activist who always kept hope alive and 
never gave up.
From his childhood to today, as a real story-teller relying on 
an absolute faith in the power of the Word and of the dialogue, 
Marek Halter revisits each step of his unique destiny where we 
will meet with Stalin, Ben Gurion, Golda Meir, Nasser, Sadat, 
Yasser Arafat, Peres, Peron, Che Guevara, Putin, John Paul II, 
Pope Francis... not to forget the French presidents with whom 
he always maintained privileged relations.
His never ending fight for peace in the Middle East or for freedom 
of speech wherever combat needs to be carried out, but also his 
friendships, his loves, his inspiring sharing of Jewish culture... 
All told in a moving and original way as he addresses Clara, his 
wife and partner in battle for over forty years. She sadly passed 
away last year. Marek Halter invites us to take a look, through 
his personal journey, at almost a century of History.

Marek Halter’s life layers tHe lengtH of 
tHe century: froM stalin to JoHn Paul ii 

and PoPe francis
•

as a genuine oriental story-teller,  
Marek Halter knows How to tell  
tHe sMall and tHe great History

MAREK HAlTER works 
have been translated 
into more than 20 
languages and sold 
millions of copies around 
the World. The Book of 
Abraham, The Kabbalist 
of Prague, The Cannan 
trilogy (Sarah, Tsippora, 
lilah), Mary of Nazareth, 
The Queen of Sheba, 
The Women from Islam 
(Khadija, Fatima, Aïcha).
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YoU’LL See,  
YoU’LL Be fine mUm 
(Tu verras, maman, tu seras bien)

A RETIREMENT CENTER FOR DEpENDENT ELDERLY 
pEOpLE DIRECTOR’S TESTIMONY

For nearly three years, Jean Arcelin managed an EHPAD  
(a retirement center for dependent elderly people) in the south of 
France, before giving up, exhausted by an overflow of emotions 
and revolted by the weakness of the means put at his disposal.  
He rubbed shoulders with the worst but also the beautiful: the 
existence of isolated old people, most of the time without visits, who 
cling to life, comfort each other and replenish morsels of happiness.

Women and men who moved him to tears, made him laugh too, 
and whose daily life he fondly recalls.

Closing this book, we will long think of one frightened 
old lady, suffering from Alzheimer’s disease, who lives a 
wonderful love story with a disabled man; a man who tells 
her to reassure her: «I will be your head, you will be my legs!»  

We will especially take a stand against those companies that, for 
the sake of economy, leave «our old people» too often alone, left 
to themselves for lack of staff, humiliated by the lack of care and 
attention. «As if society as a whole, says Jean Arcelin, wanted to 
bury them alive ...»

PUBLiSheD 
mArch 2019
528 P.

 
testimony

Jean Arcelin is 53 years old. He lives in the south of France. 
He wrote this book «to awaken consciences, to make our 

elders exist, to suggest simple actions to public authorities 
and to help families to make the right choices».

A TENDER AND CHILLING ACCOUNT
•

ABOOK «TO AwAKEN CONSCIENCES,  
TO MAKE OUR ELDERS ExIST»

JEAN ARCELIN



LUC FERRY &  
NICOLAS BOUZOU 

WiSDom AnD 
mADneSS of the 
cominG WorLD
(Sagesse et folie du monde qui 
vient)

IDEAS TO AppREHEND THE WORLD TO COME

Why do so many intellectuals indulge in that evil joy that is 
pessimism?
Why do we no longer see the considerable progress made by 
our societies in terms of life expectancy, health and working 
conditions?
Why are we afraid of the third industrial revolution - this 
spectacular convergence of artificial intelligence, computing 
and robotics?
Why do we let ourselves be invaded by disaster scenarios, 
conspiracy theories, fake news?
Why do we no longer believe in Europe?
Why such a lack of confidence in the future?

In this essay, the philosopher Luc Ferry and the economist 
Nicolas Bouzou answer these questions that concern us all, us 
and our children.
They unite their voices to apprehend the world that is coming, 
and to state the conditions that will allow wisdom to prevail 
over madness.They urge us not to give in to the prevailing 
pessimism and to meet with courage and lucidity the new 
challenges of the twenty-first century.

PUBLiSheD
mArch, 2019
440 P.

essay

A BOOK AS LUCID AS POwERFUL
•

AN ESSAY TO ALOw wISDOM  
TO PREvAIL OvER MADNESS 

LuC ferrY is a philosopher. From 2002 to 2004,  
he was Minister of Youth, National Education and 

Research. His books have been translated abroad in  
more than forty languages.

 niCoLas BouZou is an economist and essayist. 
He regularly speaks in French and foreign media.  

He is the author of a dozen books.
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KOUAME In collaboration with LIONEL DUROY

BAck from the 
DArkneSS
(Revenu des ténèbres)

THE DEEpLY MOVING ACCOUNT  
OF A YOUNG MIGRANT 

There will always be a quill to write the future,  
but no rubber could erase the past.

it is Saturday December 8, 2012 and 14-year-old Kouamé is relaxing and 
watching TV with his Dad while his Mom and sister are busily preparing 
lunch. A Saturday like any other, until the door opens and the unspeakable 
horror enters. Fear! Fright! The devastating shock of seeing one’s parents 
assassinated before your very eyes. His older sister Aicha finds the courage 
to utter two words “get out” before being attacked. So Kouamé hesitates no 
longer than one second before jumping from the window and fleeing.
He thus begins a terrible exodus across Africa. He crosses into the 
neighboring country and decides to go to Libya, because he is told that it is 
possible to live like a king there, that everything is free and that there is also 
work to be had. However instead of the Libyan paradise Kouamé is faced 
with the cynicism of the smugglers, the hell of the deserts and the refugee 
camps. 
And after Libya, his exodus continues into Algeria and Morocco. And then 
comes the ultimate test: crossing the Mediterranean on an overcrowded raft 
which, after hours on the sea, begins to slowly sink into the waves. Its rescue 
is a miracle. Kouamé will not be swallowed by the sea. He will reach Spain, 
then France and, from station to station, will wash up in Toulouse with five 
euros in his pocket.
Today, Kouamé is 19 years old and has a furious desire to live and testify for 
all these shadows we call refugees.

AN EXCEPTIONAL STORY THAT LEAVES US REVOLTED
•

3 YEARS OF FACING FEAR, HUNGER, THE VIOLENCE  
OF THE SMUGGLERS AND THE TERRIBLE CROSSING  

OF THE MEDITERRANEAN ON A RAFT
•

BEHIND ALL THESE SHADOWS THAT WE CALL REFUGEES 
THERE ARE LIVES, FACES, SUFFERINGS, HOPES, WOMEN 

AND MEN!

PUBLiSheD 
mArch, 2018
240 P.

 
non-fiction

Kouame
In 2012, when he was  

14 years old, Kouamé’s parents 
were assassinated and his 

sister was raped before his 
very eyes. Forced to leave his 

country the young man was 
thrown onto the ruthless roads 
of migration…a hell that would 

last four years.
In Back from the Darkness 

Kouamé enlightens us about 
the terrible reality of people 

who fight to survive.

”

HUMAN RIGHTS  
PRIZE 

”
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